A dozen trails will host the preferred route of the Great American Rail-Trail® in Indiana—which will take a diagonal trajectory across the state from Richmond to the Chicago metropolitan area. The route is hosted by well-loved trails such as the Cardinal Greenway, which connects the eastern side of the state to urban Muncie and Marion, and the Nickel Plate Trail—which features the famous bucolic corn-belt landscapes the Hoosier State is known for.

In Indiana, the trail is expected to generate annually:

- **$1.1M** in new tax revenue
- **$9.1M** GDP contribution
- **$13.1M** in visitor spending
- **1,500,000** trips
- **$6.2M** in labor income
- **150** new jobs

**215 TOTAL MILES / 55% COMPLETE**

Cardinal Greenway: Photo courtesy Tony Valanis
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